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Types of Media Opps

• Television

• Morning shows

• Lifestyle programs

• News segments

• Print/online

• National/syndicated news 

services

• Community paper

• Lifestyle sites e.g. HuffPo, 

The Loop

• Radio



5 Secrets to Snagging that Media Opp



All Five Secrets

Jump on the latest news/trendsKnow your lead time

Timely/seasonal angle Focus your pitchPitch the right person



• Email – catchy subject line

• Position yourself - what’s your niche?

• Provide links to video/articles/blog

Crafting The Pitch



Deconstructing a Real TV Pitch



SUBJECT LINE: Food segment idea - Celebrate pizza month 
with DIY dough, sauce switch ups and terrific toppings 

Hi X,

Congratulations on the success of Your Morning.  
It’s been fun to watch.

I wanted to pitch you a food segment idea with Registered 
Dietitian and media food personality, Zannat Reza, that would 
work anytime in October. Zannat’s appeared on Steven & Chris, 
Breakfast Television, Canada AM, Global Morning, and CBCNN.

Introduction



Aside from October being the month of Thanksgiving and 
Halloween, it is also Pizza Month!  

And while pizza is often put in the ‘junk food’ or ‘unhealthy’ 
category of food, Zannat has some amazing ideas on how your 
viewers can get their pizza fix while also getting a good dose of 
nutrition.  

Timely/Unique Spin



Zannat’s pizza revamp covers everything from the dough to the 
sauce to the toppings.  She’s come up with the following ideas and 
will be prepared to discuss and demo any of the following:

- Easy DIY dough with a couple of switch ups (barley flour & 
za'atar; chickpea flour with turmeric and cumin).  These switch ups 
not only add some nutrition but they also change the entire 
flavour profile of the pizza.  She wants to show your viewers that 
making dough is actually quite simple, whether you want to keep it 
basic, or take it to new gourmet heights.

- Amp up your sauce using fall veggies such as beet pesto, South 
Asian inspired eggplant tomato spread and garlicky pumpkin 
sauce. Sure we all love the classic tomato sauce, but these new 
ideas are great for people who want to take it to the next level.

- Experiment with Canadian toppings including: fall veggies, 
chickpeas, lentils, hemp hearts

Segment Description



What I look for:
-A strong focus/hook. For example, ‘3 ways to save on 
your grocery trip’ or ‘3 apps for parents to get organized 
for back to school.’
-An idea of discussion/talking points that would flesh out 
the topic.
-Examples of ways to make it visual (what props will you 
be bringing).

Stephanie Ha, CTV Morning Live Ottawa 



The type of pitch that appealed to me was fact-
filled without a lot of "cutesy" details. I liked the 
information to be laid out well in a manner that 
made it easy to follow. If I could see the information 
at a glance - such as in a checklist or bullets.

Lois Abraham, Canadian Press food/lifestyle writer



How: Email 1x, voicemail 1x

When: Give it a few days

Time of day: Vary it

How often: 1-2 days

How to handle ‘no’ 
(polite & professional; ask
feedback on pitch)

When to give up: 3 weeks

Following Up: The Art of Stalking



How to Survive a TV Interview



Before the Big Day

Watch the show Confirm location Scope out parking

Segment length Equipment needs Branding



• “Script”

• 3 key points

• Prop list

• Sketch out demo table

Segment Planning 



Food Prep

• Prep EVERYTHING!

• Chop up ingredients 

• Portion out food + label

• 1 recipe/bag 

• Always bring extra food

• Keep food safe

• Time: Approx. 8 hours



Have the recipe done in stages + final product



What to Bring

• Tote/cart

• Pots, pans, utensils

• Plates, bowls, props (flowers)

• Placemats, dishcloths

• Napkins

• Ice packs/paper plates

• Sanitizer, paper towels

• Water spritzer

• Scissors, tape, Lego

• Extension cord

• Plastic bags - dirty dishes



What to Wear

• Solid colours

• No red, white or black

• Check to see what 

hosts wear

• Pants are best for mics

• Simple accessories

• (Put shirt/apron on 

while setting up)



What Not to Wear

• Busy patterns, stripes 

or checks

• Turtlenecks

• Jumpsuits, dresses

• Revealing cleavage

• Clunky necklaces or 

bangles

• Distracting earrings



The Day Before 

• Build anticipation

• Take pics of food prep 

and post on social 

media

• Tag the host or the 

show



On the Day 

• Do hair & makeup

• Check traffic

• Arrive >1 hour early

• Confirm segment length

• Check what will be on 

the screen (the spelling 

of your name, website, 

Twitter handle)



Set up for the camera, prop up bowls/plates & use different heights for interest. 



It’s Almost Showtime!

• Have water handy.

• Do not bring your notes 

onto the set...no cheat 

sheets.

• Have a quick chat with 

the host on how you 

want things to go.

• Have a friend or helper 

take pics.



• Smile!

• Ignore the 
camera

• Take control 

• Get host involved 

(ask!)

• Work in key 

message within 

the first minute

• Go with the flow

• Have fun!

On Air



After the Segment

• Send thank you email

• Clean up quietly

• Wipe demo table

• Leave food for the crew



Radio

• Smile and be animated

• In studio – wear 

headphones

• At home – use landline, 

stand up for energy

• Without visuals, your words 

need to create that 

image in the minds of 

listeners



Print/Online

• Done by phone/email.

• Have your notes handy.

• Prepare your key points.

• Little control, so stay on 

message.

• Be professional. Assume 

you’re always “on the 

record.”

• Their goal: pull out a few 

quotes. 


